
When building a waterfront home 

in one of Sydney’s most desirable 

neighbourhoods, every element of

the design is key. For this property’s 

waterfront home gym and sauna, 

it was only once the build had 

started that the ideal location for 

these facilities was identified: Right 

at the waters edge.

Initially the gym had been designed 

to be upstairs, however there was a 

last minute design change and with 

it came a last minute plumbing 

issue. Due to the sloping nature 

of the block and the waterfront 

being the lowest point, 

conventional plumbing was not 

an option.

After speaking with Greg Waters 

from Saniflo, the Sanicubic 1 WP 

was selected to service the powder 

room and the Sanispeed+ for the 

steam room and shower.

SYDNEY
WATERFRONT LIVING

OBJECTIVE:
Create a home gym and 
steam room with Harbour 
views.

CHALLENGE:
Plumbing needed to 
push waste back uphill 
to the sewerage mains.

SOLUTION:

SANISPEED+

“We also looked at a competitor’s product but I tend to go with 
Saniflo. Saniflo have a great service, and I know I can always call 
up and ask questions.”

- Mark Frazer, Frazer Plumbing and Drainage

“As the sauna and powder room are below the mains, it wasn’t 
possible to get the fall required to use traditional plumbing. 
Instead, I suggested Saniflo as I’ve worked with them before 
and I’ve always liked their products.”

Saniflo Case Study. Domestic

SOLUTION:

SANICUBIC 1 WPSSANICUBIC 1 WPWP



The Sanispeed+ was chosen for the steam room 

for it’s high performance and ability to handle high 

temperatures.

“Sanispeed+ can handle up to 75°C and its 

high performance makes it the ideal pump for 

this steam room and shower. In this instance, 

the Sanispeed’s temperature handling was key.

- Greg Waters, Technical Manager Saniflo Australasia.

SANISPEED+

“Sanicom 1 WP was used as there is a sterilising 

unit with high temperatures. The Sanicom 1 WP 

had to be used because it can handle the higher 

temperatures associated with these units.”

- Greg Waters, Technical Manager Saniflo Australasia.

SANICUBIC 1 WP

IP68 waterproof rating.

Built in LED alarm.

High performance 1500 watt motor.

KEY BENEFITS:

Capable of accepting temperatures up to 75°C.

Pumps 7m vertically, 90m horizontally, or lesser 

combinations or both.

KEY BENEFITS:

ABOUT SANIFLO
Saniflo is a brand created and owned by the French owned SFA Group . For over 60 years the SFA 
Group's goal has been to allow one to easily install toilets, showers, sinks, kitchens, baths and hand 
basins literally anywhere. From its early beginnings as the inventor of the domestic macerating 
system, the SFA Group is today amongst the main companies providing pump solutions worldwide. 
Synonymous with quality and technical expertise, Saniflo's made in France products comply with the 
strictest quality requirements and consistently meet customer expectations. Saniflo products all have 
Australian Watermark approval and their pumps are intended to be installed by licensed plumbers.

SANIFLO’S DESIGN SERVICE
Saniflo offers project consultancy and assists architects and hydraulic consultants by reviewing 
plans, assisting with design layouts and recommending the correct pumps and their ideal location. 
We even work with the plumber onsite during installation to ensure that everything goes as planned. 
Saniflo has a wide selection of products for domestic and commercial application to provide design 
flexibility.

SANIFLO AUSTRALASIA

Tel: 1300 554 779
General enquiries: info@saniflo.com.au
Technical & project support: technical@saniflo.com
WWW.SANIFLO.COM.AU

SANIFLO NEW ZEALAND

Tel: 0800107264
General enquiries: info@saniflo.co.nz
Technical & project support: technical@saniflo.co.nz
WWW.SANIFLO.CO.NZ 

WMTS 106:2019
Certificate No. 23048

Manufacturer: SFA
Brand: Saniflo

In this property, there’s a concealed
door in the powder room where a wall

opens up, providing access into the
service void under the house, where

the Sanicubic 1 WP is located.

Product Code: MKT010

The Sanicubic 1 WP was selected to service the 

powder room area as it allows for the seamless 

construction desired for this project. With the 

Sanicubic 1 WP, there is the added flexibility to 

design the bathroom as desired and without the 

need to see the pump. As the Sanicubic 1 WP is 

designed for remote connections, it is ideal in 

these situations.


